Wage and Hour Division, Labor

§ 525.12

be acceptable provided the employer is
consistent in the methodology used.
(f) The prevailing wage must be based
upon work utilizing similar methods
and equipment. Where the employer is
unable to obtain the prevailing wage
for a specific job to be performed on
the premises, such as collating documents, it would be acceptable to use as
the prevailing wage the wage paid to
experienced individuals employed in
similar jobs such as file clerk or general office clerk, requiring the same
general skill levels.
(g) The following information should
be recorded in documenting the determination of prevailing wage rates:
(1) Date of contact with firm or other
source;
(2) Name, address, and phone number
of firm or other source contacted;
(3) Individual contacted within firm
or source;
(4) Title of individual contacted;
(5) Wage rate information provided;
(6) Brief description of work for
which wage information is provided;
(7) Basis for the conclusion that wage
rate is not based upon an entry level
position. (See also § 525.10(c).)
(h) A prevailing wage may not be less
than the minimum wage specified in
section 6(a) of FLSA.
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§ 525.11 Issuance of certificates.
(a) Upon consideration of the criteria
cited in these regulations, a special
certificate may be issued.
(b) If a special minimum wage certificate is issued, a copy shall be sent to
the employer. If denied, the employer
will be notified in writing and told the
reasons for the denial, as well as the
right to petition under § 525.18.
§ 525.12 Terms and conditions of special minimum wage certificates.
(a) A special minimum wage certificate shall specify the terms and conditions under which it is granted.
(b) A special minimum wage certificate shall apply to all workers employed by the employer to which the
special certificate is granted provided
such workers are in fact disabled for
the work they are to perform.
(c) A special minimum wage certificate shall be effective for a period to be
designated by the Administrator.

Workers with disabilities may be paid
wages lower than the statutory minimum wage rate set forth in section 6
of FLSA only during the effective period of the certificate.
(d) Workers paid under special minimum wage certificates shall be paid
wages commensurate with those paid
experienced nondisabled workers employed in the vicinity in which they
are employed for essentially the same
type, quality, and quantity of work.
(e) Workers with disabilities shall be
paid not less than one and one-half
times their regular rates of pay for all
hours worked in excess of the maximum workweek applicable under section 7 of FLSA.
(f) The wages of all workers paid a
special minimum wage under this part
shall be adjusted by the employer at
periodic intervals at a minimum of
once a year to reflect changes in the
prevailing wages paid to experienced
individuals not disabled for the work to
be performed employed in the vicinity
for essentially the same type of work.
(g) Each worker with a disability
and, where appropriate, a parent or
guardian of the worker, shall be informed, orally and in writing, of the
terms of the certificate under which
such worker is employed. This requirement may be satisfied by making copies of the certificate available. Where a
worker with disabilities displays an understanding of the terms of a certificate and requests that other parties
not be informed, it is not necessary to
inform a parent or guardian.
(h) In establishing piece rates for
workers with disabilities, the following
criteria shall be used:
(1) Industrial work measurement
methods such as stop watch time studies,
predetermined
time
systems,
standard data, or other measurement
methods (hereinafter referred to as
‘‘work measurement methods’’) shall
be used by the employer to establish
standard production rates of workers
not disabled for the work to be performed. The Department will accept
the use of whatever method an employer chooses to use. However, the
employer has the responsibility of
demonstrating that a particular method is generally accepted by industrial
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